
JUDGING CRITERIA

THE WATERLINE
STUDENT SUSTAINABILITY 
CHALLENGE



ARTS & CREATIVITY
Participants should create an exciting concept, idea or solution in a visual form,   
communicating a strong message relating to the environment or climate action. Projects 
should demonstrate creativity from start to finish, including in planning, delivery and                       
presentation of work. Participants could bring their ideas to life using recycled or natural 
materials, there are no limits on what medium is used! Projects may include:

- Sculpture or model
- Photography
- Painting or drawing
- Performance
- Music or poetry

Projects should demonstrate:

1. KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

Projects should showcase participants’ knowledge of sustainability and climate change,  
including the effect of damaging environmental behaviour and measures that can help 
reduce this.

2. POSITIVE IMPACT

Projects should have a positive impact on participants’ school/college or community, offering 
solutions to local or wider environmental problems. The overall intention of projects should 
be to promote positive environmental change on a local or wider level and encourage action 
among those around us.

3. ORIGINALITY AND IMAGINATION

Participants should create and deliver an exciting concept, idea or solution. Projects should 
demonstrate originality and imagination from start to finish, including in the planning, delivery 
and presentation of work. It’s up to the participants how they showcase their project!

4. STRONG COMMUNICATION AND PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE

We are looking for clear evidence of participants’ project inspiration, planning and delivery –                   
it should be easy to understand what the project is and the inspiration behind it. Project 
entries should include text and visual evidence in any format.

5. TEAMWORK AND COLLABORATION 

Where applicable, projects should show evidence of high quality collaboration. Participants’ 
commitment and enthusiasm should be clear, and they should make use of individual                           
skillsets where possible.
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Projects should encourage climate action in school, college or the community. They should 
have a positive impact on people and the world around us, and should help educate and 
promote a positive attitude to change.

Participants could create a campaign or educational tool. They may wish to launch a new 
scheme or incentive, host an event, or get hands-on and create something for their 
community. Projects may include:

- Delivery of an event or activity
-  Implementation of a scheme
-  Creation of resources or material
-  Campaign or research 

Projects should demonstrate:

1. KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

Projects should showcase participants’ knowledge of sustainability and climate change,  
including the effect of damaging environmental behaviour and measures that can help 
reduce this.

2. POSITIVE IMPACT

Projects should have a positive impact on participants’ school/college or community, offering 
solutions to local or wider environmental problems. The overall intention of projects should 
be to promote positive environmental change on a local or wider level and encourage action 
among those around us.

3. ORIGINALITY AND IMAGINATION

Participants should create and deliver an exciting concept, idea or solution. Projects should 
demonstrate originality and imagination from start to finish, including in the planning, delivery 
and presentation of the work. It’s up to the participants how they showcase their project!

4. STRONG COMMUNICATION AND PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE

We are looking for clear evidence of participants’ project inspiration, planning and delivery –                   
it should be easy to understand what the project is and the inspiration behind it. Project 
entries should include text and visual evidence in any format.

5. TEAMWORK AND COLLABORATION 

Where applicable, projects should show evidence of high quality collaboration. Participants’ 
commitment and enthusiasm should be clear, and they should make use of individual                           
skillsets where possible.
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PEOPLE & COMMUNITY



Projects should create exciting solutions to local or wider environmental problems.   
Participants may create an entirely new idea or concept or find a way of developing an  
existing product or process into something environmentally friendly. While technology and 
innovation should be at the centre of the project, participants may also choose to use this to 
bring their ideas to life – they could use digital technology or engineering for example. 
Projects may include:

- Existing product developments
-  A brand new invention or scheme
-  App
- Working model

Projects should demonstrate:

1. KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

Projects should showcase participants’ knowledge of sustainability and climate change,  
including the effect of damaging environmental behaviour and measures that can help 
reduce this.

2. POSITIVE IMPACT

Projects should have a positive impact on participants’ school/college or community, offering 
solutions to local or wider environmental problems. The overall intention of projects should 
be to promote positive environmental change on a local or wider level and encourage action 
among those around us.

3. ORIGINALITY AND IMAGINATION

Participants should create and deliver an exciting concept, idea or solution. Projects should 
demonstrate originality and imagination from start to finish, including in the planning, delivery 
and presentation of the work. It’s up to the participants how they showcase their project!

4. STRONG COMMUNICATION AND PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE

We are looking for clear evidence of participants’ project inspiration, planning and delivery –                   
it should be easy to understand what the project is and the inspiration behind it. Project 
entries should include text and visual evidence in any format.

5. TEAMWORK AND COLLABORATION 

Where applicable, projects should show evidence of high quality collaboration. Participants’ 
commitment and enthusiasm should be clear, and they should make use of individual                           
skillsets where possible.
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TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION


